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LUCEO presents its new product at the CFIA show in March
Hall 3 Stand E14 - F17
The ThermoSecure family grows

LUCEO will present its ThermoSecure range in the Packaging area at the CFIA
show. Whereas in 2007 the French company located in Rennes received a price
for its constant efforts in Research and Development, 2008 will be the year of
the enrichment of the ThermoSecure range and its functionalities in response
to the industrialists needs.

Institutional award in 2007
At the 10th edition of INPI Trophies in Brittany last 11 December, the National Institute
awarded EDIXIA for its dynamic policy in innovation and industrial property. Indeed, about
the quarter of EDIXIA employees devote themselves to Research and Development.
Opticians, mechanics, electronics, computer specialists rely on the continuous evolutions of
their technologies to build equipment with complex architectures dedicated to the
improvement of quality and the automation of the process in the automotive and food
industries.
ThermoSecure grows
Resulting from the requirements of the persons in charge of conditioning during automation
phase of the ends of lines, ThermoSecure L100 answers three recurring requests.
-

High compactness: only one meter required between conditioning and encasing
Flexibility: the inspection of a wide range of tray packs or flow packs: whatever the
composition in transparent or opaque films, whatever their shape and height.
High level of performance: the integration in the machine of the ejection of tray
packs containing foreign particles from 0.5 mm² in seals and of transparent tray packs
with fat or bubbles in seals hardly noticeable to the human eye.

Come and discover this new machine as well as the last modules integrated in the
ThermoSecure range allowing to diagnose the performance of the line with follow-up of rates,
to save images for each product batch and trace produced quantities.

